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Abstract 
 
     In this work, firstly the maximal sectorial linear relations are described. Later on, the 
discreteness of the spectrum of the linear maximal sectorial operators and asymptotical 
behaviour of the eigenvalues of such operators in terms of the eigenvalues of its real part are 
investigated. Finally, it is obtained one result for the differential operators for first order in the 
Hilbert space of vector functions in finite interval.  
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     1.   Introduction 
  
     The general theory of linear selfadjoint and normal operators, and their spectral analysis in 
a Hilbert space has been studying by many mathematicians (for example, see [1-4]).  
     Some problems for the linear unbounded selfadjoint operators, such as accretivity, 
sectoriality, the structure and discreteness of spectrum, the asymtotical behavior of 
eigenvalues at infinity, completeness of eigenvectors and so on, are very important for 
physical and technical problems (for example, see [5-7] and references in it). 
     Numerical range and sectoriality of operators have been investigated by many authors (for 
example, see [8-10]) and a full account of the basic functional calculus theory of these 
operators, applications of this theory to the theory of differential operators and their spectral 
theory have been given in work [10].  
     In addition, there are many applications of this theory to the different models (see [11], 
[12] and references in it).   
     In this paper, H  stands for a separable Hilbert space,  and R IA A  represent real and 
imaginary parts of a linear closed operator  :A D A H H  , respectively,  B H  refers to 
the family of linear bounded operators,   ,  1pC H p   is the Schatten-von Neumann class 
of compact operators,  C H  stands for the set of compact operators in H ,  A  and 
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 A  refer to spectrum and the resolvent sets of an operator  :A D A H H   
respectively.   
 
 
2. Description of m-sectorial operators 
 
Definition 2.1: Let H  be a Hilbert space. The linear subspace  
                          , : ,x x x x H H H       
is called a linear m-sectorial linear relation if the following conditions are satisfied:  
(1) For every  ,x x  is true  Re , 0
H
x x  , i.e.   is a linear accretive relation; 
(2)   is a m-accretive relation; 
(3) For any 0,
2


 
 
 
 holds 
                  cos Im , sin Re ,
H H
x x x x   ; 
     In this case for the m-sectorial linear relation there is a semi-angle 0,
2


 
 
 
 such that  
                       , : , : arg
H
W x x x x z z          . 
                            
     It is easy to prove that is true the following assertion. 
 
Theorem 2.2: A linear relation H H    is a m-sectorial relation if and only if are satisfy 
the following properties:  
 (1)   is a m-accretive relation; 
 (2)     : , : ,ix e x x x     is a m-dissipative relation; 
 (3)     : , : ,ix e x x x      is a m-accumulative relation.  
 
     Now can be describe the m-sectorial linear relation. 
 
Theorem 2.3: If   , : ,x x x x H H H      ,  
                               : arg ,  0,
2
W z z

  
 
    
 
  
is a m-sectorial linear relation in H , then there are linear contraction operators , ,K V W  in 
H , such that are satisfied the conditions 
                                0K E x K E x    , 
                                0iV E e x i V E x     , 
                                0iW E e x i W E x      
and vice versa. Here the linear operators , ,K V W  in H  are determined by the linear relation 
  uniqely, i.e. 
                             , ,K V W  .  
Proof: Since   is a maximal sectorial linear relation, the by the Theorem 2.2 ,    and   
are m-accretive, m-dissipative and m-accumulative relation in H  respectively. In this 
situation the linear relations  
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                              H H     , 
                                , : ,ix e x x x H     and  
                                , : ,ix e x x x H      
are described with above equations (see [6]). Uniqueness of the contractions , ,K V W  it is 
clear.  
     On the contrary, it is clear that linear relation which is determined with solutions of the 
above writing equations is m-sectorial. 
 
     According to the m-sectorial linear relation can be defined a m-sectorial linear operators in 
any Hilbert space.  
 
Definition 2.4: A densely defined linear closed operator T  in Hilbert space H  is called a m-
sectorial, if: 
 (1) T  is a m-accretive operator in H , 
 (2)         , : : argW T Tx x x D T z z        , 0,
2


 
 
 
 
                  (or    cos Im , sin Re ,Tx x Tx x  , 0,
2


 
 
 
 ). 
In this case we will write   ,  0,
2
T S H


 
  
 
.  
     It is easy to prove that  T S H  if and only if T  m-accretive, 
ie T  is m-dissipative and 
ie T  is a m-accumulative operators in H .  
 
     Now it is investigated the discreteness of the spectrum of the linear m-sectorial operators.  
In fact is true the following cleam. 
 
Theorem 2.5: If  T S H  and for any 0   
                               
1
,  1R pT C H p

   ,  
then  
                               
1
pT C H

   
and true the asymptotical formula for the eigenvalues of the operator T  
                               Ren nT T   as n . 
Proof: Indeed, since the operator T  is m-accretive, the for any 0  ,    
1
RT B H

  . 
On the other hand can be written  
                                 
1 1 1
R R R I R RT T T i T T T T     
          
 
.        (2.1) 
In this case for the numerical range  W P  of the operator  
                             
1 1 1
R R I RP T i T T T  
  
      
it is obtained that   
                            1 1 1, ,R R I RPx x T x i T T T x x          
                                             1 1 1 1, ,R R R I R RT x T T x i T T x T x              , 
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 x D P . From this relation  
                            Re , , , ,R RHPx x y T y y y T y y      
                                         ,y y , 
   
1
,  ,  0Ry T x x D P 

    , i.e.  
                       : arg
2
W P z z

 
 
     
 
 . 
Consequently,  
                           
1
1 1 1
R R I RT T T T B H  

       
 
. 
From this relation, equality (2.1) and property p pBC C  it is established that  
1
T 

  exist 
and belong to   ,  1pC H p  . 
     Now let us a operator  T S H  and T  have discrete spectrum in H . Assume that  
                     p T   and ,  ,
r i r ii       . 
In this case, there is a any eigenvector ,  0x H x   , such that Tx x  . From this it is 
obtained  
                         , , ,r iTx x x x i x x         
and consequently 
                    
 
 
,
Re
,
r
Tx x
x x
 
 
  , 
 
 
,
Im
,
i
Tx x
x x
 
 
  . 
Furthermore, it is easy to see that  
                     
2 2 2 22 21 tan ,  1i r i rn n n n n n           . 
On the other words, it is true the following asymptotics   
                       
 
 
,
Re  as 
,
n n
n n
r
n n
Tx x
T T n
x x
 
 
    . 
     In special case, from this theorem implies the following result. 
 
Corollary 2.6: If  T S H , T  linear normal opeator in H  and for some 0   
   
1
,  1R pT C H p

   , then    
1
,  1pT C H p

    and the following asimptotics is 
true 
                       n n RT T   as n .   
           
 
3. Differential Operators of First Order  
 
     In this section will be study a m-sectoriality of extension of the minimal operator generated 
by linear differential operator expression in form 
                             l u u Au  ,                                                                        (3.1) 
where   ,  0
2
A S H

   , in the Hilbert space   2 , ,L H a b  of vector functions in finite 
interval.  
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     It is clear that formally adjoint expression of (3.1) in the Hilbert space   2 , ,L H a b  is in 
form  
                              *l v v A v    .                                                                   (3.2)   
Let us define 
0L
  on the dense   2 , ,L H a b  set of vector-functions 0D  , 
          0 2 0
1
: , , : ,  , ,  ,  1,2,...., ,  
n
k k k k
k
D u L H a b u t t f C a b f D A k n n  

         
 
   
as  0L u l u  . Since the operator  Re , 0Af f  ,  f D A , then operator 0L   is accretive, 
that is  
  2
0
, ,
Re , 0
L H a b
L u u  , 0u D  . Hence the operator 0L   has a closure in   2 , ,L H a b  
[13]. The closure of 0L
  in   2 , ,L H a b  is called the minimal operator generated by 
differential expression (3.1) and it is denoted by 0L .  
     In a similar way the minimal operator 0L
  in   2 , ,L H a b  can be construct generated by 
differential-operator expression (3.2). The adjoint operator of  0 0L L
  in   2 , ,L H a b  is 
called the maximal operator generated by (3.1) ((3.2)) and is denoted by L  ( L ). 
 
     Before of all it is investigated the relationship between the accretivity property of the 
minimal operator 0L  in   2 , ,L H a b  and accretivity property of the operator coefficient A  
in H .  
 
Theorem 3.1: In order to the minimal operator 0L  in   2 , ,L H a b  is accretive the necessary 
and sufficient condition is accretivity of the operator coefficient A .   
 
Proof: Let us the operator 0L  is accretive in   2 , ,L H a b . In this case the special functions 
   u t t f ,    
0
1
2 ,t W a b  ,  f D A  belong to the  0D L  and for the such functions 
we have  
                  0L u u Au t f t Af      . 
It is clear that  
                  
2 2
2 2 2
HL L
t f t f      
and  
                  
2 2
2 2 2
HL L
t Af t Af    . 
On the other hand for the functions in form    u t t f ,    
0
1
2 ,t W a b  , 
2
0
L
  , 
 f D A  after the simple transformations we have  
                  
2 2
2
0Re , Re , 0L HLL u u Af f  .  
Therefore for any  f D A  we have  Re , 0Af f  , i.e. A  is an accretive in H .  
     Now let A  be a accretive operator in H . In this case in the dense set of vector functions  
                      
0
1
0 2
, 1
: : , ,  ,  , 1,...., ,  
m
k n k n
k n
D u t t f W a b f D A k n m m 

 
       
 
   
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it is obtained that  
                  
2 2
0Re , Re ,L LL u u Au u , 0u D . 
That is the restriction 
00
|DL   of the operator 0L  to the linear dense set 0D  in   2 , ,L H a b  is a 
accretive in   2 , ,L H a b . From this and result in [13] it is obtained that the minimal operator 
0L  is accretive in   2 , ,L H a b .  
 
Theorem 3.2: Let * 0A A   and      12 2, , , ,AW H a b L H a b . A minimal operator 0L  
generated by linear differential-operator expression in form  l u u Au   in the Hilbert 
space   2 , ,L H a b  has no any m-sectorial extension   2L S L , 0
2

  .  
Proof: Assume that the minimal operator 0L  has an extension 
L  such that   2L S L , 
0
2

  . In this case by the definition before of all L  is a m-accretive. Consequently, L  
generates by  l u  and boundary condition  
                            u a Ku b , 
where K  is a contraction operator in H  [14]. Now introduce the following functions in form 
             
 
 
1 2
exp 1
2
n
n i
u t t a f
b ab a
  
       
,  f D A , 1f   , 0Af  , 1n  .     
It is clear that    0nu D L D L  , 1nu  , 1n  . Simple calculations show that  
                            , ,n n
n
Lu u Af f i
b a

 

, 1n  . 
Hence,  
                         
 
    2
Im ,
Re ,
n n
n n
Lu u n
Lu u b a Af

 

 as n . 
This is a contraction. This completes a proof of the theorem.  
 
Remark 3.3: From last theorem and work [7] implies that a minimal operator have not any 
normal m-sectorial extension.    
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